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MRU needs a puppy room!
Pet therapy coming to universities across Canada
Holly Triebwasser
News Editor
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BRIEFS

C

algary’s first
baby of 2013 was
born at 12:11 a.m. at
the Foothills Hospital
to first-time parents
Sarah and Michael
Popowich. Danika Shay
Popowich weighed in
at six pounds and nine
ounces. Danika’s due
date was supposed to
be Dec. 27.

A

ccording to an
IMDB ranking
of 2012’s biggest
movie stars, the #1
actor was Tom Hardy,
followed by Jennifer
Lawrence at #2. In
the #3 position was
Chris Hemsworth. The
IMDB STARmeter ranks
celebrities based on
page views.

D

espite numerous
celebrations
going on around the
world, the end of the
Mayan calendar did
not signal the end
of the world on Dec.
21. In Mexico, most
people did not believe
that the world was to
end, but celebrated
the birth of a new
age. Antonio Vazquez,
Mexican soothsayer,
warned followers
to stay away from
gatherings.

You know that feeling you get
around exam time when you’re so
stressed out you can barely think
straight? There’s an adorable cure
for that — puppies.
At the end of last year,
Dalhousie University announced
that they were opening a puppy
room three days per week to help
students cope with end-of-semester stress.
The puppy room, which, as its
name implies, is a room full of
dogs for students to play with, is
run through Therapeutic Paws
of Canada. The group advocates
for the therapeutic use of pets to
combat depression, loneliness
and high blood pressure, and
commonly takes the dogs to senior’s homes and hospitals.
“I’ll be lining up to see the puppies next week! When I was living in residence in my first year
at Dalhousie, they brought the
dogs to us. Best stress relief ever,”
said Celene Burnell, a Dalhousie
University student on Facebook.
In response to the massive puppy room success at Dalhousie,
Mount Royal University welcomed its own furry visitors to
help students relieve stress during exam time.
Wellness Services, partnered with the Animal Rescue
Foundation (ARF), brought three
rescue dogs to Main Street for a
couple hours on Dec. 5.
Unlike larger university campuses, the dogs were only temporary visitors to MRU. At the
University of Ottawa, they have a
dog that keeps office hours, while
Dalhousie’s puppy room is a place
where students can go at all hours

of the day.
According to Charmene
Brewer, health education coordinator at MRU, there are plans to
continue the pet therapy in April
2013 during the exam period.
“The students loved it for sure.
We had a great response.”
Along with other methods of
stress relief promoted by Wellness
Services, the dogs are there to
help combat stress and anxiety in
the same way as other relief tools,

such as massage therapy, sleep
kits and a dance party.
Brewer explained that MRU
had considered pet therapy for
some time, but due to conflict
with volunteer hours and agencies, it never worked out.
“Ideally we would have them
come for three or four days, or
a few weeks, but its volunteer
based and we can’t pay for it,”
said Brewer.
Although universities such

as the University of Ottawa and
Dalhousie have dogs that are on
campus nearly full-time, Brewer
explains that MRU does not have
the ability or the funds to accommodate dogs.
When asked whether MRU had
plans to create its own puppy
room in the future, Brewer stated: “We don’t have plan to have
a puppy room or dog room on
campus.”
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Kiska, a ten-year-old golden retriever, sports an MRU t-shirt to show off his university pride.

FAIR USE

Changes in copyright laws at MRU
New rules may affect course material
BAJ Visser
Staff Writer

The copyright question has become far murkier over the past
year, as Canada’s fair use copyright laws have been altered both
by Parliament and the Supreme
Court, which includes materials
that are copyrighted and that
aren’t licensed.
The Copyright Modernization
Act adds education, as well as
parody and satire, as categories of what can be considered
fair use under the Copyright
Act of Canada. While the act
has not yet been put in to use,
Matt Lonsdale, Mount Royal
University’s copyright advisor,

is evaluating the changes it will
have on MRU’s future copyright
policies.
Lonsdale is examining the impact of the “Copyright Pentalogy”
– a series of five rulings released
by the Supreme Court in July.
“It was a pretty big deal because the Supreme Court doesn’t
often hear cases on copyright,”
he said. One case in particular
might change how MRU’s copyright policy evolves.
The Court ruled in Alberta
Education v. Access Copyright
that educational materials can
fall under the fair use act, meaning that certain copyrighted
materials that professors were
scrambling to remove from

course packs and handouts
might not need to be removed
after all.
“We’re still not certain if the
ruling applies to the post-secondary context,” Lonsdale said.
“But it does give us hope we can
relax our policies and say yes to
things we previously had to say
no to in the past.”
While adding education to
Canada’s copyright act might be
more important to professors, a
“mash-up exception” in the bill
could benefit students.
“There will be less copyright
barriers for those who want
to take different works and
put them together and create
new works for new purposes,”

Lonsdale said. “Its something
that may affect students who do
a lot of music or video editing,
arts students creating derivative
works, and really anyone who
wants to toss together a lot of
works for a project.”
Lonsdale added that MRU is
currently in the process of coordinating its copyright policy with
that of other universities.
“We’re really encouraged by
these new provisions coming in,”
said the Students’ Association of
Mount Royal University.
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GOODBYE 2012

Mount Royal’s most newsworthy
The biggest news stories of 2012
Holly Triebwasser
News Editor

Now that the year 2012 is over,
it’s time to look back at the past
year and remember MRU’s biggest events and most newsworthy mentions. Here are a few of
last year’s most memorable moments.

Jason Kenney visits
MRU for meet-and-greet
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Citizenship and Immigration
Minister Jason Kenney came
to Mount Royal University for
a meet-and-greet on Jan. 25.
Kenney gave a half-hour speech
followed by a question and answer period to the university’s
Conservative Party Campus
Affiliations. The group asked
him to speak at the campus due
to recent work banning facial
coverings during citizenship
ceremonies.

Former SAMRU
President robs bank
On the afternoon of Feb. 29,
a month after she resigned
as president of the Students’
Association of Mount Royal
University, Meghan Melnyk entered a Servus Credit Union in
southeast Calgary and passed
the teller a note saying she was
armed and demanding cash.
Melnyk then took off in a PT
Cruiser with her German shepherd dog, $6,180, a dye pack and
bait bills. The police stopped her
soon after and found the cash
and a butterfly knife. Melnyk
was released on bail, and on
Aug. 1 pleaded guilty to charges
of bank robbery. She also pled
guilty in charges of fraud under
$5,000 and a breach of probation. Melnyk is set to be sentenced on April 18, 2013.
The events occurred
weeks after Melnyk unexpectedly resigned from her position as
SAMRU president, with remaining officials keeping information
quiet from students. In an email
statement, Melnyk wrote: “I am
moving on to other opportunities and wish my colleagues the
best of luck.” On Jan. 31, SAMRU
released a statement that explained Melnyk had stepped
down following the first of two
periodic reviews conducted by
Student Council.

Full service Timmies
opens at MRU
Probably the most anticipated
event to happen at Mount Royal
University in 2012, the new full
service Tim Hortons opened on
campus on March 19, while the
old coffee-only Tim Hortons
has remained closed beside it.
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From left: Meghan Melnyk; top right: Jason Kenney; middle right: David Docherty; bottom right: Justin Trudeau.
Although the half-million dollar project took a long time to
unveil, students can now grab
iced capps and bagels between
classes, assuming the line-ups
aren’t too long. The question
now remains to be answered —
what will go in place of the old
Tim Hortons?
Due to legal issues, the
unveiling of the new Timmies
took longer than expected.
Construction was supposed to
begin in Summer 2011 but due
to legalities, it was pushed back.
Then the contract as awarded
Nov. 1 with an estimated completion date being the winter semester, but that date was pushed
back as well. Finally, in March,
the grand opening of the new
full-service Tim Hortons was
unveiled.

MRU instates credit card
fees for tuition payments
Following the news of Mount
Royal University’s new credit
card payment fees of 1.79 per
cent (Mastercard) and 1.89 per
cent (Visa), students opted to
pay their fees by debit at the
Registrar’s Office, resulting in
lines that extended all the way
to the bookstore. The credit card
fee would result in a roughly $57
increase for a local student’s fivecourse semester. Due to this fee
increase, MRU made headlines
when one student, second-year
geology major Devin DeFraine,
decided to make a stand and pay
his tuition in coins. DeFraine,
who came to the university
wheeling 230 lbs worth of coin,
said, “If they’re gonna nickel and

dime us, I’m gonna nickel and
dime them.”

Justin Trudeau visits
Wyckham House
Liberal leader candidate Justin
Trudeau came to MRU on Nov.
20 to campaign for votes during the by-election. Trudeau’s
visit came just days before news
resurfaced about some anti-Albertan comments he made during an interview two years ago
where he stated, “it’s Albertans
who control our community and
socio-democratic agenda.”

West LRT line opens for
business
After nearly 10 years of wait-

ing, Calgary’s West LRT line
opened to the public on Dec. 10
with only minor technical difficulties, including problems with
ticket printing and difficulties
with connecting bus routes. The
line is the first major infrastructure project opened in Calgary
in 25 years, costing roughly $1.4
billion. The line includes six new
stations, which include the first
elevated and underground platforms in Calgary.
The transit changes
mean good news for MRU transit
goers, with more buses expected
to come to West Gate. BRT routes
(Bus Rapid Transit) will travel
between the new route 306 —
Westbrook/Heritage station —
and Mount Royal’s new transit
hub.
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“Make new friends
that aren’t cats.”

Flare
Dog
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“I vow to root out my
first rabbit.”

Jasper
Dog

“Get over my fear of
my new water dish
so I don’t have to go
outside every five
minutes and eat snow.”

“Become a
vegetarian.”

Mika
Dog

Molly
Dog

FUNNIEST TWEETS OF 2012

The Reflector, with an on- and
off-campus circulation of
10,000, is the independent
voice of the students of Mount
Royal University. It is published
fortnightly during the academic
year (Sept. to April).
The Reflector is editorially
autonomous and financially
independent for all other
governing bodies at Mount
Royal University.
The Reflector welcomes
newsworthy submissions from
all students and community
members. While the right
of editorial comment is
reserved for editors of The
Reflector, opinion pieces may
be submitted as letters to the
editor, and may be published on
the editorial page as such. The
Reflector reserves the right not
to publish submissions deemed
by the Publishing Editor to be
offensive.
Complaints arising from the
content of the paper should be
directed to the Ombudsboard.
This board has been established
as a mediator between the
Reflector Publications Society
staff and its readership.
All decisions of the
Ombudsboard are final and
binding on both parties. Letters
to the Ombudsboard must be
sent in confidence, care of the
Reflector Publications Society,
to the Reflector Publications
Society office.
Submissions and letters to the
editor should be a maximum
of 500 words, typed, doublespaced, and contain the writer’s
name and phone number.
No unsigned letters will be
published. Only in exceptional
cases, at the discretion of the
Publishing Editor, will writers’
names be withheld. The
Reflector reserves the right to
edit submissions for brevity.
Contents are copyright © 2013.
No material may be reproduced
without express written
consent.
All opinions contained within
this paper are those of the
individual authors, and not
necessarily those of the
Reflector Publications Society.
For more information, contact
The Reflector office at:

THE REFLECTOR
Wyckham House
Mount Royal University
4825 Mount Royal Gate SW
Calgary, AB T3E 6K6
All depts.: 403.440.6268
Fax: 403.440.6762
TheReflector@TheReflector.ca

Open your
wallet
(again)

@kariimag: You guys there’s a chick
that’s on her 3rd corn on the cob by me
& won’t stop watchin me like im next.
I’m freakin out #MRU #serialkiller
@unclescuddles: Buddy just called me
a rude dude with too much tude! Can
you believe this guy! Just told me i give
awful head too. Unbelievable. #MRU
@catpacheco: Guy with turtleneck
tube scarf engulfing his face at #MRU.
You look like a giant uncircumcised
penis. #youaretheweakestlink

@totttingham: This tweet will be so
much funnier after it’s printed in the
Reflector. #MRU
@anglang73: When Ron Macdonald
refers to 50 shades of grey as “fun”
reading. #win #MRU
@kariimag: It takes a brave soul to
handle the #MRU Tim’s line up now
adays #bitchesneedtheircaffiene

>> ON THE WEB
CHECK US OUT ONLINE AT THEREFLECTOR.CA,
FACEBOOK and TWITTER @REFLECTTHIS

Once again, Alberta’s universities
are feeling the fiscal pinch. Mount
Royal University, for example,
is staring down the barrel of a
$5.4-million shortfall in 2013-14,
and it’s expected to be even worse
the year after that.
A two-year provincial funding
freeze hit MRU hard starting in
2010, especially since they had
just announced six new degree
programs the year before as part
of the transition to a university.
MRU President David Docherty
emphasized in a November 2012
meeting that the institution was
not to blame for the financial
shortfall, pointing out that, despite a written agreement with
the Alberta government, the
province chose to freeze postsecondary funding, the Calgary
Herald reported.
But, with revenue being less
than was expected and costs continuing to rise, guess who is left
holding the bill?
If you guessed students, you’re
on the right track.
Both the University of Calgary
and Mount Royal University have
agreed to hike tuition for the
2013-14 school year by 2.15 per
cent — the maximum allowed
by the province’s tuition increase
cap.
However, that’s not going to
solve the problem, causing both
universities to eye other possible
solutions.
The University of Calgary
Students’ Union accused administration of attempting to
get around the tuition cap with
a student service fee increase of
$150, though no such fee is being
discussed at MRU, Metro News reported.
Mount Royal has yet to decide
how they’re going to deal with the
remaining shortfall, but most of
the obvious solutions available,
from faculty cuts to reducing services, are likely to have long-lasting negative impacts on students.
Alberta’s universities rely heavily on provincial funding. When
that money is cut off, the province is sticking a knife right into
the sides of those they need the
most, their educated future (and
current) workforce.
If we don’t stand up for ourselves and our schools, we’re
jeopardizing not only our own
futures but the future of Alberta
itself.
Maybe Quebec students had
the right idea all along. If we
don’t try to dig our heels in and
stop sliding down the hill, we’re
not going to like what we find at
the bottom.

Comments? Visit thereflector.ca
or in person at our
office in the basement
of Wyckham House.

AHH-CHOO!

When your furry friend makes you sick
Is there such a thing as hypoallergenic pets?
Samara Hawkins
Features Editor

Imagine being deprived of one of
life’s greatest pleasures: Burying
your face in the soft, fuzzy belly of your favourite animal. If
you’ve been on the internet lately, it’s almost certain that you
have googled adorable animals
for some serious squee time.
But not all of us have that luxury, especially when allergies rear
their ugly heads. Reactions to an
animal’s saliva, urine or dander
(cells shed from skin) can cause
anything from a mild skin irritation, to a full-blown asthma attack.
Krista Helman, 22, developed
allergies to her tortoiseshell cat,
Brandy, after cohabitating with
her cat for 17 years.
“I developed severe allergies
to her and would get asthma attacks if I was close to her for too
long,” she said.
After Helman was hospitalized
following one of the attacks, she
was faced with a heart-wrenching choice — get rid of
Brandy or move
out.

“I chose
t o m ov e
out. I was
told by a
handful of
specialists
that I simply cannot be
around cats, including the feline friend who
had been at my side since I was
four years old,” she said.
Helman now carries an inhaler, and limits her time around
cats. “If I walk
into a
house with a
cat, my
chest
will
tighte n ;
if I
hold
a cat,
I have
to use a puffer.”
The company
Allerca Lifestyle Pets, based out
of southern California, boasts
that they have bred a hypoallergenic breed of cat, (not
one of those wrinkly hair-

less ones either!), but their
claims go largely unsubstantiated by the scientific
community.
The price tag of one
of their mutant ”nodander” creations will
run a sneezy cat lover anywhere from $7,000 to a whopping $28,000 — which is one
hell of a health care gamble on
a living thing that requires love,
affection and litterbox duties.
The claims made by Allerca
are “backed up” with only one
study of nine volunteers and
one cat. Which is “too small a
sample size to draw any conclusions,” said Dawn Smith
on DecodedScience.com.
“Allerca was unwilling to
participate in a follow
up study using more
cats and people, so
there is still no evidence
for the existence of a hypoallergenic cat.”
Because the jury is still out on
completely reaction-free fuzzy
animals, individuals who have
mild allergies to pet dander
have other options than investing in iguanas or
a

school of fish.
There are many breeds of cats
and dogs that are considered
“less allergenic” than others, and
are mainly breeds that require
frequent grooming or bathing to
remove the dander that they produce before it makes its way into
our sensitive respiratory systems.
Diligent cleaning of furniture
and fabrics in the home may
combat allergic reactions from
yourself or guests to your lovely
abode, but it does not come as
a guarantee. Refraining from
touching your face and eyes with
your dander-laden hands is also
recommended for those
of us who have the
affinity to huff
every kitten in
sight and pet
every dog at
the park.

FEATURES EDITOR:
Samara Hawkins
featureseditor@TheReflector.ca
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QUICK
QUIPS
“A

nimals
are such
agreeable friends
— they ask no
questions; they pass
no criticisms.”
— George Elliot

“W

ithout

civilization, we would
not turn into animals,
but vegetables.”
— Mason Cooley

“W

e have
abolished
the death penalty
for humans, so why
should it continue for
animals?
— Brigette Bardot

“W
Photo Illustration: ©iStockPhoto/sdominick

orking on
behalf of
companion animals
is so important. We
start to realize how
healing they are.”
— Bernadette Peters
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Associating with the ‘none’

2012’s top religion stories don’t inspire devotion

James Wilt
Faith Columnist

Just when you were relieved that
there wouldn’t be another yearend list, the top religious stories
of 2012 emerged courtesy of the
Religion Newswriters Association.
The compilation was a fascinating one; in a sense, it summarized
what the most important memories of religion were of 2012, at
least in North America. The concept was flawed, drawing only 100
votes from religion reporters, but
telling nonetheless.
Coming in the lead was the tale

of the near-epic battle between
Catholic bishops and Obamacare,
when a bunch of old, white religious men became angsty that
women were being guaranteed
more of a choice in life and their
own bodies. The bronze medal
went to the chaotic and deadly
response in the Middle East to
the dumb “movie,” Innocence of
Muslims.
But, the most intriguing part
of the entire list was the second report: that “nones” are the
fastest-growing religious group
in the States, according to the
Pew Research Center’s Forum on
Religion & Public Life.
The news emerged in late
October: some 20 per cent of
those polled stated that they were
“religiously unaffiliated,” a number that has leapt a full five per
cent in the last half-decade.

The group, simply labelled the
“nones,” is predominantly young,
politically leftist and supportive of
social issues such as abortion and
gay rights.
Bigotry, oppression, mass shooting, molestation and sexism are
the religious stories that people
are remembering from the year.
Not stories about compassion,
love, peace, progress or justice,
the concepts that always seem
appealing about religion in its
more ideal form. It’s the hatred
that lingers.
The list ultimately contains the
reason for why I would more often label myself as a “none,” as opposed to a religious person. That’s
not to say that I don’t personally
believe that there’s something out
there that binds us together — call
it a Creator — but the religion of
the present day as exemplified in

BRENTWOOD VILLAGE
DENTAL CLINIC

this list, the one full of opposition
to universal health care and civil
rights, is proof to me that religion
is an adolescent institution.
Teenager-me was a terrible person. I was immensely privileged,
although I didn’t recognize it. My
opinions were undeveloped yet
professed to anyone who would
listen. Challenges to my thoughts
weren’t embraced, but dismissed
as foolish and naive. The Bible
was my manual. Any other book
that didn’t jive with the “truth” in
it was disregarded.
Sound familiar? That’s institutionalized religion today.
It’s tribal, archaic, anti-science
and clearly opposed to the progress of human rights. It’s an entity
that defies the tangible needs of
the oppressed people of the world
— things like free contraception
and access to positions of politi-

cal power — in order to defend
some ancient rules that have no
more relevance than recommendations of animal sacrifice do.
Religion was left behind at the
Enlightment, with only fringe
groups (think the United Church)
expressing a willingness to change
with the times.
I’m not suggesting that every
form of spirituality be tossed; it
may be more important than ever
to possess a sense of universality
between people and responsibility to something greater than ourselves.
But until organized religion
confronts its abundant flaws, it’ll
continue to lose followers. This
generation cares about more than
an ancient doctrine that oppresses
the already-vulnerable. Count me
in as a “none.”

APPLY EARLY! ONLY 40 SEATS!

We are the only MRU
provider offering

20% off
more than just
cleanings for MRU
students

DR. RONDA SALLOUM, DR. CHRISTOPHER ORR, DR. AMREESH KHANNA,
DR. AMIT PATEL, DR. NIKOLA VRANJES, DR. REKHA PARAJULI, DR. ALANA CARTWRIGHT

GENERAL DENTISTRY PRACTICE
Mount Royal students
enrolled in the SAMRU
health and dental plan are
covered at Brentwood
Village Dental Clinic
100%
70%
70%

Exams, first cleanings
and fillings
Root canals
Additional cleanings

We extract wisdom teeth
in our office
Ask about our whitening program.

NO NEED TO PAY UP
FRONT FOR COVERED
SERVICES

We bill student’s
insurance directly
We directly bill most insurance
companies even if you’re not
covered by SAMRU’s student
insurance plan

St. Mary’s University College
in Calgary is now accepting
applications for our 2-year
Bachelor of Education
after degree program.
We oﬀer Canada’s only BEd
program designed to prepare
teachers for Catholic & public
schools. Classes begin in
September 2013.

Conveniently located in the
Brentwood Village Mall close to the Brentwood and University C-Train Stations

Monday - Friday 8 am - 9 pm Saturday 8 am - 6 pm

3630 Brentwood Road NW 403-210-5050

stmu.ca/teach
14500 Bannister Road SE, Calgary, Alberta T2X 1Z4

(403) 254-3127
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HOT BUNS

It will all work out
Tips for joining a gym
Jesse Yardley
Contributor

Thinking of joining a new gym in
January? You’re not alone. For
thousands of Canadians, the new
year brings an opportunity to
make life changes in the health
and fitness department.
A recent poll had “losing
weight” as the most popular
new year’s resolution, beating
out “spending more time with
friends and family,” “getting out
of debt” and “quit smoking or
drinking” by a healthy margin.
According to Statistics Canada,
approximately 6.8 million
Canadian adults ages 20 to 64
are overweight, so it’s not surprising that losing weight is
common motive for many new
gym-goers.
If you are one of the thousands
thinking about joining a gym for
the first time — or just starting
over — the experts suggest you
consider the following:

Pick the right gym
“There are a lot of factors involved in finding the right gym;
the biggest of which are cost,
proximity and demographic,”
said Lorissa Dong, director of
sales and marketing at Talisman
Centre.
For others, the culture of a
gym takes priority. Women-only
facilities such as Spa Lady may

appeal to some female customers
more than co-ed, while someone determined to build their
muscles may gravitate towards
a gym with like-minded patrons.

Consider the cost and
contract
Gym memberships can be expensive — the average cost is
between $35-65 a month — so
make sure you know what you
are signing up for. The variance
in costs from gym to gym is typically due to the quality of the
facility and the range of services
available. So, while some gyms
may charge more, it’s usually
because they have more to offer.
Most gyms have some form
of membership contract. Read
it closely. If it has an automatic renewal clause, make sure
you’re reading the fine print
before signing. Many gyms also
have initiation fees, but not all,
so shop around — there are lots
of New Year’s specials, but make
sure you get the best bang for
your buck, and those washboard
abs you’re after.
Pay specific attention to the
cancellation policy. It’s good to
know what happens if you have
to cancel your membership.
Some gyms offer pro-rated refunds after a certain period of
time as passed, which provides
some flexibility if you are unhappy with your choice.

Stay motivated
According to StatisticsBrain.
com, nearly 70 per cent of people who buy gym memberships
never use them. If you invest,
you’ll want to find ways of staying motivated.
Dong said her advice for getting your money’s worth is to
“use a journal and write things
down. People who write down
their goals are much more likely
to achieve them.”
However, she cautioned,
“Don’t measure success by looking at a scale. Improved flexibility, strength and endurance are
much better indicators of progress. Building good habits takes
three to four months.” So, be patient and results will come.
Cory Maystrowich said it’s
about how you perceive your
work out. “Don’t make working
out a chore,” he said. “Instead,
make it fun.”
When setting goals, make
sure they are S.M.A.R.T. goals:
Specific, Measurable, Attainable,
Realistic and Timely.
“Work out with friends or
loved ones, but if you can’t do
that, tell them what you are doing. It helps keep you accountable.” Maystrowich added.

ways happy to see mobs of new
people competing for space in
spin class or at the bench press,
and following the rules of etiquette goes a long way towards
friendly co-existence. Taking
time to follow a few simple rules
of etiquette ensures the workout
experience is enjoyable for everybody.
Dong said for all gym users —
not just newcomers — the most
important rules are remembering to wipe down equipment,
putting weights away and sharing. Talisman Centre is one fitness centre that offers an orientation program for all new
members to ensure everyone
knows the basics.

Work with a trainer
Don’t be intimidated by gym
trainers. They can help you reach
your goals more efficiently without hurting yourself.
Maystrowich said, “Trainers
have valuable knowledge.
They’re there to inspire and motivate, but they are also going to
show you most effective way to do
things, which can help you avoid
bad habits or even injuries.”

Follow etiquette

Photo courtesy:
©iStockPhoto/webphotographeer

Try something new
Finally, be sure to experiment.
Don’t be afraid to try group fitness classes. There is a wide
range of activities to choose
from. Talisman Centre offers
over 60 classes weekly, including
boot camp, cardio kickboxing,
deep water fitness, maximum
step, power cycle and yoga to
name a few.
Having a social experience can
make the difference between a
fun, engaging workout, and a
boring and dry experience.

19%

January is a high traffic
month. Gym regulars aren’t al-

did it
multiple times
per day.

Become a
Parliamentary

Do it your way.

Give guided tours of Parliament

Enrol anytime, study where and when
you want and transfer credits back to your
on-campus program.

Apply online!

www.truopen.ca/yourway

www.parl.gc.ca/guides

MC117213

Deadline: Tuesday, January 15, 2013

Flexible • Credible • Online and Distance
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LOSIN’ IT

First-time sexy-time
Entering the awkward zone

Lindsay Douglas
Sex Columnist

Having a sex for the first time can
be both frightening and exciting.
For the virgins reading this, you
most likely feel some pressure
to “lose it.” University culture
certainly emphasizes sex as a
mandatory post-secondary experience.
And hey, if anyone is going
to say that sex is great and you
should try it, it’s me. But that
said, it’s up to you and you alone
when you want to get down and
dirty.
When talking about sex most
people are usually referring to
vaginal penetration with a penis. However for someone who
is gay, lesbian, transsexual, etc.
this type of sex might never happen. Does that mean someone
who doesn’t partake in vaginal
penetrative sex is forever a virgin? Psh, as if.
If you want to say your first
time having any sexual intimacy
with your partner was losing
your v-card, go right ahead.

Alternatively if you want to blow
50 dudes and still call yourself a
virgin because no one’s been in
your vagina, go for it.
You’ve likely heard first time
sex is awkward and painful and
not enjoyable. For some people it
is, but just because it’s your first
time doesn’t mean it has to be.
The first thing I would suggest
doing is getting comfortable
with you. Get acquainted with
your beautiful genitalia: touch
it, rub it, and take a look at it
with a pocket mirror. You and
your downtown bits are in this
together, so you might as well
know them pretty well before
you start introducing them to
others.
Part of what makes first time
sex so awkward is that you just
aren’t comfortable, which is fair,
you’re naked and vulnerable and
in a situation you’ve never been
in before. But if you are comfortable with your own body it might
be easier when you’re with someone else.
As always, communication is
important. Prior to having sex,
talk with your partner about
what you’re going to do. Make
sure you’re both ready for this.
If both of you are virgins, there
might be less pressure to perform
since both of you are learning the
ropes.

samru.ca

However, the benefit of an experienced partner is that they
can potentially provide some
guidance, so one isn’t better than
the other. Regardless, if you two
are comfortable with each other
and trust each other it will make
for a better experience.
There is a notion that first-time
sex hurts for women because the
hymen breaks and then blood
gushes out of her and kills the
mood a bit.
However, according to
Planned Parenthood, it’s actually stretched, not broken, which
can cause some pain and bleeding, but might not. Everyone is
different essentially, and it’s unlikely to be the bloodbath you’re
imagining.
Using plenty of lube can help
prevent your first time from hurting. Foreplay can also help by
getting your natural lubricants
going, and foreplay is pretty
great so you should be partaking in it regardless. Your hymen
can also be stretched from using
tampons, masturbating, playing
sports, etc. so it might not even
be an issue at all.
Dudes, if your penis hurts during sexual activity, you might
want to get that checked out.
The major thing you have to
worry about is not cumming immediately.

Photo Illustration: James Wilt

Don’t stress so much about losing your virginity. It will
come. See what I did there?
Entering the world of sexual
experiences can be scary but
hopefully you can make it a little
less daunting and even enjoy
your first time. If you don’t, don’t
sweat it.
If there’s one great thing about
first-time sex it’s that there are
low expectations. If you cum really quickly, or accidentally elbow your partner in the crotch,
or poke them in the eye with
your dick or whatever, try not to
worry too much about it. It’ll get
better.
Remember, practice makes

samru.ca

perfect, so put that genitalia to
work!
Also, if you’ve been trying to
get some action and just haven’t
had any luck, don’t worry, it will
happen. I remember reading
the sex survey in my first year
at MRU and lamenting about
that fact that only two per cent
of students surveyed said they
were virgins, and I fell into that
two per cent.
And now I write the sex column! Reach for the stars, friends.

JAZZ HANDS

Third time’s the charm
MRU’s Vocal Jazz Ensemble hopes for a steadier ride this season

ARTS EDITOR:
Nathan Ross
artseditor@TheReflector.ca

January 7, 2013
Photo: Victoria Sanchez

The MRU Vocal Jazz Ensemble has had to overcome a lot of hurdles since their first performance, but hope that the worst is
behind them.

Nathan Ross
Arts Editor

About this time two years ago,
Mount Royal University very
quietly put together a brand new
vocal jazz ensemble. Since then,
the choir has seen an overhaul
of nearly every singer, was cancelled and then re-instated, and
is about to go onto its third conductor to start its third season.
Suffice to say, it has been a bit
of a bumpy road.
The group was put together by
David Grimstead, who viewed
the ensemble as a side project to
his work done as the head of the
fine arts department at Western
Canada High School. After one
season and two gigs, Grimstead
retired from teaching and moved

west.
In came Colin Haydu, who
unfortunately wasn’t as well received as well as Grimstead. In a
previous article in The Reflector,
then-member and MRU student
Ian Ridewood noted that the
teaching styles between the two
were very different, and that
Haydu had some “questionable
choices” as far as the repertoire.
Glee fever had struck at Mount
Royal, and the vocal jazz group
was performing TV hits instead
of jazz classics.
The group finished out the season, but the interest was dwindling. Between a lack of funds
and a lack of voices, particularly
male singers, the ensemble did
not start up again at the beginning of the 2012-2013 school

year.
Unfortunately, the jazz ensemble garners nowhere near
the kind of attention that the
other jazz groups get around
Mount Royal, particularly those
who play the Friday afternoon
jazz at The Hub. When the ensemble took its hiatus it went
pretty much unnoticed, as most
students didn’t even know it was
a thing to begin with.
Now, Jason Erhardt is picking up the beat and with it trying to bring some stability to
the ensemble. Erhardt, a former
Minister of Worship Arts at the
First Alliance Church of Calgary,
brings a wealth of experience
that MRU is hoping to benefit
from. Over the span of his career,
he has performed as a soloist

with the Calgary Philharmonic
Orchestra, conducted with numerous groups, and is no stranger to Mount Royal, teaching here
from back when the school was
still a college.
It isn’t too late to sign up to be
a part of the ensemble, as their
season won’t officially begin until
Feb. 5.
Jason Erhardt was unavailable for comment as he was out
of the country at the time of
publication, but make sure to
check thereflector.ca for an updated version of this story and
find out what Erhardt plans to
bring to MRU’s vocal jazz ensemble.

TAKE A LOOK

New year’s read-olutions
The Reflector’s list of books you should read in 2013
Leah Fink
Becca Paterson
Staff Writers

A lot of New Year’s resolutions
won’t hold up past the end of
March. That isn’t necessarily pessimism, but just an honest fact.
The determination with which
we held our resolutions will
crumble, and we will likely slip
into our old habits.
So instead of dropping a whole
bunch of money on a gym membership you’ll rarely use, why not
buy a book instead? Exercising
your mind can be just as good as
exercising your body, and a book
is a quick purchase that can give
you hours of entertainment and
no guilt (except maybe staying

up too late to finish that next
chapter.)
On that note, The Reflector had
two of our staff writers compile
a list of books to pick up in 2013.

The Hobbit - J.R.R.
Tolkien
With An Unexpected Journey, the
first of the three Hobbit movies
finally in theatres, it is a great
time to read or even reread this
classic book. Of the array of
books by J.R.R. Tolkien, it is the
easiest and most light-hearted,
particularly compared to his
more heavily-descriptive books
such as The Lord of The Rings
trilogy. It is also a great introduction to the fantastic world of

Middle Earth.
Bilbo Baggins is a perfectly respectable, quiet hobbit, trying to
live a life free from pesky adventure. When the mysterious wizard Gandalf shows up at his door
in the company of 13 dwarves,
Bilbo has no idea what he may be
getting into. Joining the dwarves
on a quest to reclaim their home
and lost gold from a dragon, Bilbo
journeys through forests and
mountains, fights goblins and giant spiders and proves to everyone
the power of the smallest and most
unassuming person.
For its all fantastical trappings,
essentially The Hobbit is a story
about leaving the comfort and
safety of home to challenge yourself and discover who you really
are.

Unspoken - Sarah Rees
Brennan
Sarah Rees Brennan loves creating unique characters, twisting plots and distinctive worlds.
In Unspoken, Sorry-In-The-Vale
seems like a normal town and
Kami seems like a normal girl
who won’t be able to find any
scandalous stories for the school
paper.
But there has always been a
boy in Kami’s mind. Someone
she could talk to, and who everyone else thought was imaginary.

See BOOKS pg. 10

HOT
SPOTS

R

inging in the
new year on a
heavier note, metal
favourite Gojira,
formerly Godzilla,
brings their show to
Mac Hall on Jan. 17

N

elly Furtado,
one of Canada’s
favourite middleaged pop sensations,
rolls into town with
her Spirit Indestructible tour. Catch her
Jan. 12 at the Jubilee

T

heatre Calgary
and the High
Performance rodeo
are teaming up to
bring Metamorphosis all the way from
Iceland. The show will
have a limited run
from January 9 – 13

S

peaking of the
High Performance Rodeo, the
festival is on now
until Feb. 3. There will
be tons of theatre,
comedy, dance and
more around the city.
Check hprodeo.ca for
more details
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When the old mansion on top of
the hill is once again inhabited
by the secretive family that once
ruled the town, and the boy from
Kami’s mind appears before her
in the flesh, it begins a chain
of events that make her realize
that nothing in her town is as she
thought it was.

A Monster Calls Patrick Ness
A Monster Calls is not a difficult read, and won’t take you a
very long time to get through.
What it will do is draw you in,
captivate you and pull at your
heart.
Conner has been struggling
against a nightmare that has
loomed over him since his mother started cancer treatments. But
one night, a monster calls. Not
the monster of his nightmare,
but a wild and ancient monster
who tells him stories, challenges

his perception of what is right
and forces him to confront the
scariest thing of all: the truth.
How do you know what monsters are real or imagined, and
what happens when you try to
speak to them?

The Fault in Our Stars
– John Green
Green’s fourth solo novel
is narrated by Hazel Grace
Lancaster, a 16-year-old lung
cancer patient. After being
pulled out of school at 13, and
forced by her parents to attend a
support group for cancer-afflicted teens, she meets Augustus
Waters, a 17-year-old amputee
in remission from osteosarcoma.
After introducing Augustus to
her favourite novel, An Imperial
Affliction, a book about a girl
with cancer who ultimately still
had a good life, the two travel to
Amsterdam in pursuit of its author, Peter Van Houten.

But this is not a typical story
about a girl with cancer, because
as Hazel remarks early in the
fourth chapter, “cancer books
suck.” And this book definitely
does not suck.
The Fault in Our Stars is arguably Green’s best novel yet, and is
full of as much humor and wit as
it is heartache. It debuted on the
New York Times Best Seller list
for Children’s Chapter Books at
No. 1, and held that position for
seven consecutive weeks.

Bow Grip – Ivan E.
Coyote
Coyote’s first novel, Bow Grip,
follows the story of Joey Cooper,
a forty-something auto-mechanic
from small-town Alberta, who
is coping with his wife leaving
him for another woman. After
trading an old, beat-up car for a
handcrafted cello, Joey travels
to Calgary in pursuit of a cello
instructor. He ends up staying
in a rundown motel, where he
befriends two of its residents,

a young single mother and an
older gay man.
Told with a strong sense of intimacy and honesty, Bow Grip remains captivating and emotional
throughout the story as Joey tries
to “keep the ghosts of personal
history at bay with a heart that’s
as big as the endless prairie sky.”
This novel was the winner of
the 2007 ReLit award, and shortlisted for the 2006 Ferro-Grumley
Award for Women’s Fiction.
Coyote was also the Writer-inResidence for Mount Royal during the Winter 2012 semester.

This is
Jill.
This isn’t the
summer job
she wanted.
Photo: Illustration: Leah Fink

She wanted to get a job creating strategies,
making decisions, and contributing in a real
way. Instead, Jill is serving fries. Again.
If Jill had done an internship with the Serving
Communities Internship Program, she would
have had the experience and connections
to land a job she actually wanted. Plus,
she would have received $1000 from the
Government of Alberta.
See the whole story at:
joinscip.ca/jills-story

Sign up today.

Visit joinscip.ca

SCiP is a program of Volunteer Alberta.
volunteeralberta.ab.ca
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ROSS’ RANTS
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Grumpy cat says it’s no good.

6

Parody accounts the latest in
trend of poor humour

Arts Editor

Rolling in the new year, we can
hopefully say goodbye to a lot of
trends that have overstayed their
welcome. Unfortunately, that can
only mean that some other soonto-be-despised joke format is
about to take over. First though,
a nod to the most overused joke
format of last year.
2012, which was unofficially
the year of the meme, took the
format of an image (frequent,
but not always, a rage comic)
and put minimal text on it and
oh my God it was hilarious — for
the first few months.
Then the lack of originality
set in, and you’d be lucky to see
a meme that made you laugh
maybe once a month. It was too
late, though. Every school, fandom, corporation and niche had
their own meme page that was
constantly being updated.
These too were funny until the
few jokes that everyone could
relate to were told, and those
pages became bland and boring and were desperate enough
for “likes” and traffic that they
would post anything. There has
to be a point where enough is
enough.
Fortunately, it seems like the
meme craze is petering out.
Unfortunately, a new joke format started taking its place,
and seems primed to explode in
2013.
What you have to dread popping up all over social media next
year is the parody account.
In the beginning of social media being used to make jokes
about current events, wannabe
comedians and genuinely funny
people would take to Facebook,
Twitter and Tumblr to make fun
of whatever was happening.
Then those jokes were taken and
reposted over and over again,
and after 48 hours nothing that

was once funny could ever be
funny again.
All of that changed with the
introduction of the parody account. It still rehashed those
jokes that were becoming
more and more unpopular, but
changed the game by having
those jokes come from a parody
account of the person who it involved.
The Mitt Romney binder joke
was funny enough, but if you
were to read those jokes from
a Twitter account that was designed to be the binder itself,
then it was meant to be that the
jokes would multiply tenfold in
hilarity.
Except for those jokes were
based off a one-time thing, and
once you’ve made four or five
jokes about it, the joke died.
Memes were great for that, because it could capture a moment
in a single meme and that would
be it.
In the final few months of
2012, we have been treated to
parody accounts of The NHL
Podium, Kanye West’s shirt and
the Royal and “Kimye” fetuses. (I
wish I was making this up, really
I do.) At first, the jokes of “I live
in a princess” were just too funny, but after the tenth tweet you
have to wonder how much attention the people running these are
going to need before they’re all
done and finished.
It doesn’t seem like it will end
any time soon, because if there
is one thing that social media users love, it is being in on the joke.
For as long as they’ll be hunting
for the next account for Grumpy
Cat, humour will continue to die
a slow and painful death.
This will undoubtedly be the
biggest internet trend for the
first few months of 2013, and
will likely stay until someone
else discovers an even worse way
to stretch out a joke way longer
than it should. Let it be known
that my money is on Youtube
re-enactments of pop culture,
complete with Twitter accounts
to vote on an alternate ending so
that the fun will just never end.
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2013 will bring
more bad jokes

Nathan Ross
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Puzzle 1 (Hard, difficulty rating 0.66)
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DISAPPOINTING DROPS

Deadmau5 plays Polar set
for lifeless audience
A night of mediocre music and little else

Alcoves

Alcoves

Self-released
It’s a rare gem when inert
anxiety can be evinced as a
tangible tool for contemplating
the source of that very anxiety.
Mackenzie Keefe’s first selftitled release under the moniker
Alcoves is just that kind of tool
— a collection of songs which
individually disturb dreams
regardless of their waking
state, and altogether crank the
shaft of a mine cart descending

Aesop Rock
Skelethon
Definitive Jux

Photo courtesy: flickr.com/shin2chi

It seems as though everyone involved had an off night, which was problematic considering how
large the event was supposed to be.

Vern McGill
Layout Editor

I really wanted to like the
Polar music festival featuring
Deadmau5 at the BMO Centre on
Dec. 28, I really did. But amidst
the sea of inebriated patrons
sluggishly grinding on a beersoaked floor were my unfulfilled
expectations.
After waiting in the VIP line
to redeem my ticket and receive
my pass — a line four times longer than the general admission
line — I entered the venue.
Perhaps my expectations were
too high, but when I was walked
into the concrete arena I was taken aback by how little there actually was. A stage in a tiny strip of
the massive BMO Centre, a sectioned area for those with a VIP
pass, some white lights hanging
from the ceiling and little else.
Chaotic and uncontrolled lines
at the bars led to forty-five minute waits, even in the VIP area.
Organizers encouraged attendees to wear all white for the
Arctic theme and although some
did come wearing head-to-toe
white, most just wore whatever

they felt like wearing for the
night.
I was hoping for a much more
impressive light show or even
some cheesy confetti mid-way
through a song to mimic snow,
which might have salvaged
or added to Polar’s theme.
Everything needed to be at least
20 per cent cooler.
Third opening act Mord
Fustang stole the show with a
style of music the audience could
actually dance to. He instantly
brought energy to the crowd
that was nonexistent from the
DJs preceding him — local acts
Dom G and Titus 1 — and finally,
the crowd had a pulse.
Chris Lake was forgettable,
playing prior to Deadmau5 but
with nothing exciting to show for
himself aside from a brief equipment malfunction. Sometime after midnight, Deadmau5 began
his set.
Although I can only name a
handful of Deadmau5 tracks,
I am certainly a fan of his style
and variety. His live performance is fantastic, but even during most of his two-hour set, the
crowd didn’t seem struck with

the dance-bug. It was during his
song “The Veldt” that the crowd
screamed with enthusiasm and
began to show signs of life.
Unfortunately, it was too little
too late, as this was nearing the
end of the show.
As my friends and I exited the
venue, we heard other patrons
complaining that he didn’t give
an encore, nor play his more
mainstream tracks, such as
“Raise Your Weapons.” To be
quite honest, this crowd didn’t
deserve an encore after standing there lifelessly — aside from
brief moments — during his set.
I wouldn’t see Deadmau5
perform live in Calgary again.
Rather, I’d see him perform in a
city that appreciates his ingenuity to the genres he encompasses
with a pulse to show for it.
If you’re insistent on seeing
Deadmau5 perform the next
time he visits our city, don’t
waste your money on a VIP ticket. The only added benefit of
spending an extra $40 dollars
was that every once in a while
I found an empty chair in the
VIP section to rest my feet and
people-watch.

Unless you’re a hip hop
patrician, Skelethon is a hell of
a daunting full-length to wade
through the first time around,
with Leisureforce’s rapid-fire
verses ripping through this
release at the top and Ian Bavitz

The Mars Volta
Noctourniquet
Universal Music Group
Picturing the equivalent to a
Pink Floyd or a Rush phase that
this generation’s children will
go through mid-adolescence,
10-20 years from now, it
is easy to imagine that it’ll
be The Mars Volta leading
their coming-of-age musical
awakening. Noctourniquet came
as a surprise from a band that
seemed to be drifting further
toward the inaccessible no
man’s land of progressive music
called “for the fans.” It’s a bit
ironic where The Mars Volta cut

into limbo. Alcoves is simply
made — one consistent
brooding guitar tone, a coldblooded vocalist and crunchy
bass undertones of constant
disquiet. Tracks like “Hear No
Evil” and “The Underbelly”
play like beasts from the
underworld trudging about
causing turmoil above with
each step. Such turbulence is
punctuated by tracks such as
the pensively traced Interlude
and Monuments — playing
as subdued, desensitized
breaks between the morbid
sinkholes found in Alcoves. It’s
an experience of romanticizing
dejection — as ugly as it is
enticing.

— Martine Balcaen

maintaining this ferocity down
to the last grim moment of his
latest piece of work. A couple
standout moments are found
when one realizes that kiddiefolk star Kimya Dawson is the
one reciting the austere lyrics in
the back of Crows 1, or laughing
your ass off when you realize
Grace is about the childhood
bitching pertaining to having
to eat your vegetables. From
these obvious highlights shine a
lyrically abysmal album where
every new listen find another
verse to linger on until the
next. I expect that it’s going to
take another few years to fully
absorb Skelethon in its vastness.

— Martine Balcaen

the fat on this release, avoiding
their previous signature
indulgent guitar-jacking and
cryptic, esoteric lyricism.
They manage to maintain
the explosive intensity they
were praised for in previous
releases, all while remaining
versatile. Noctourniquet aims
to mesmerize the listener
with new electronic elements,
mystic ballads and mid-track
mood changes, all without
compromising the talent in
composition or the gusto we’ve
come to expect from them. The
Mars Volta might have grown
up, with less drive to treat every
song like an assault on the
current state of rock music, but
the next person to say they’ve
gone pop gets a shiner. This is
not disposable music.

— Martine Balcaen

MAC’S AAA

Blades
of glory
Calgary’s historic midget
hockey tournament
Todd Colin Vaughan
Sports Editor

Calgary played host to a familiar tournament over the holiday
break.
The 2012 Mac’s AAA midget
hockey tournament was hosted
by several venues throughout
the city, including the Max Bell
Arena, Father David Bauer and
the Saddledome, which hosted
the championship games for the
men’s and women’s divisions respectively.
The tournament, now in its
34th year, was a great success
with visiting teams coming
from as far away as the Czech
Republic.
As always, the tournament
also hosted several local clubs
including the Calgary Buffaloes,
Calgary Flames and the Calgary
Northstars and has previously
featured current NHL stars like
Sidney Crosby.
This year, the Vancouver
Northwest Giants took the
men’s championship home. The
Giants took out the Carolina
Junior Hurricanes at the
Saddledome, 3-2.
That game was preceded by
the women’s championship
where the Edmonton Thunder
took out the Saskatoon Stars,
3-1.
The Macs tournament is a
mainstay in the Calgary hockey
community and will continue
on into its 35th year in 2013.

SPORTS EDITOR:
Todd Colin Vaughan
sportseditor@TheReflector.ca
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BY THE
NUMBERS

On Sunday, Dec. 30, The
Mac’s Major midget was
winding up round-robin play.
This game featured The Red
Deer Optimist chiefs versus
the Pirati Chomutuv from
the Czech Republic. Both
teams came into the game
with 3-0 records. Chomutov would go on to win 5-4
after scoring four first period
goals.

17:

games won
straight
by the Los Angeles
Clippers. The most in
team history

Photos: Todd Colin Vaughan

17:

years Ray
Lewis
has played for the
Baltimore Ravens. He
will retire following
this season

17:

week of
NFL season
the Minnesota
Vikings clinched a
playoff spot after
Adrian Peterson ran
for 199 yards

17:

age of
Jonathan
Drouin. Team
Canada’s newest first
line forward after
jumping up from the
4th
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Your Students' Association

students’ association
of mount royal university

Did you know that the Students' Association

$190,000

gave back over

Yes, Copywrite prov
ides

to its
members
last year from
used book
sales?

student-focused value
buy&sell
textbooks

students’ association

basement of Wyckham House

of mount royal university

FRESH PRODUCE FOR A CHEAP PRICE!
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Small/single box $20
for 20-25 lbs of produce
Medium family box $25
for 30-35 lbs of produce
Large family box $30
for 40-45 lbs of produce

x
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o
BB

Orders due - Cash only:
Jan. 14, Feb. 18, Mar. 11, Apr. 8,
Apr. 29, June 3
Delivery Dates:

Room Z211
(403) 440-8779,
sc@samru.ca

Jan. 23, Feb. 27, Mar. 20, Apr. 17,
May 8, June 12

Your Students’ Association:
Bringing you the ultimate student experience

samruBuzz
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Todd Colin Vaughan
Sports Editor

The year of 2012 was a
groundbreaking year for the
Mount Royal University Cougars.
Following years of dominating the Alberta Conferences
Athletic Conference(ACAC), the
Cougars finally made the move
to the Canadian Interuniversity
Sport(CIS) Canada West division.
This move was part of an ongoing plan that coincided with
Mount Royal becoming a university, as well as the instituition’s
100 year anniversary.
This move meant the loss of
old rivals like SAIT and Red
Deer College, and the creation
of new ones like the University
of Alberta Golden Bears and
Pandas, and the cross-town
University of Calgary Dinos.
The rivalry with the Dinos
has come to be known as the
Crowchild Classic and will surely
be part of Calgary sport for years
to come.
With the big shift completed
and the Cougars now entering
their first full year in the CIS,
Cougars fans will undoubtably
be treated to a year of growth
and excitement.
It takes years to build a competitive program and MRU has
taken the first steps to achieving
just that.
Good luck to the Cougars in
2013 and fans be sure to get out
in the stands and support these
cats.
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Year in review
Cougars highlights from 2012

Upcoming
Schedule
Womens Volleyball
Jan. 11 - vs. University of
Manitoba 6 p.m.
Jan. 12 - vs. University of
Manitoba 6:30 p.m.

Mens Volleyball
Jan.11 - vs. University of
Manitoba 7:30 p.m.
Jan 12 - vs. University of
Manitoba 5 p.m.

Womens Hockey
Jan. 11 - vs. University of
Manitoba 7 p.m.
Jan. 12 - vs. University of
Manitoba 7 p.m.

Mens Hockey
Jan. 18 - vs. University of
Regina 7 p.m.
Jan. 19 - vs. University of
Regina 7 p.m.

Womens Basketball
Jan. 17 - vs. University of
Manitoba 6 p.m.
Jan. 19 - vs. University of
Winnipeg 5 p.m.

Mens Basketball
Jan 17. - vs. University of
Manitoba 8 p.m.
Jan 19. - vs. University of
Winnipeg 7 p.m.
Illustration: Barbara Shain
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Gun violence in the sports world
Poor gun control and machismo culture leads to tragedies

Todd Colin Vaughan
Sports Editor

On Dec. 2, 2012 when most
National Football League fans
were settling into their regular
Sunday Night Football experience expecting the melodic voices of the talking heads in sports
punditry, they were instead
treated on this particular night
to something much different.
On that Sunday, NBC broadcaster Bob Costas chose to speak
out against gun violence in the
United States, following the
murder-suicide committed by
Kansas City Chiefs linebacker
Jovan Belcher of himself and his
girlfriend.
Costas summed up his viewpoint by quoting writer Jason
Whitlock.
“In the coming days, Jovan
Belcher’s actions and their possible connections to football will

be analyzed. Who knows? But
here… is what I believe. If Jovan
Belcher didn’t possess a gun, he
and Kasandra Perkins would
both be alive today.”
A strong statement made
during a time segment usually
reserved for how team flights
arrived late, or whether Peyton
Manning’s neck surgery went
well.
The right-wing news machine
immediately attacked Costas, accusing the broadcaster of choosing the wrong pulpit for his views
on gun violence.
Ted Nugent of the Washinton
Times said that “Bob Costas,
blamed the murder-suicide on
easy access to guns. He lives in
a strange fairyland of ignorance
and denial.”
What Costas’ accusers like
Nugent fail to realize is that gun
violence is an issue that affects
all of us; guns are not solely a
civic or political conversation.
By addressing the ridiculous culture of violence created
by these weapons in all areas
they affect — including sport
— Costas has made a bold and
brave move that broadcasters
and journalists should take to

heart no matter what type of
news they’re responsible for.
If you are still not buying that
this belongs in sports reporting,
then perhaps the countless examples of gun violence in sports
will help alter your perception.
On Dec. 24, 2009, the NBA’s
Gilbert Arenas and Javaris
Crittenton brandished firearms
at one another following a dispute over a gambling debt. The
two point guards played for the
Washington Wizards, which ironically changed its name from the
Baltimore Bullets in the 90s over
the city’s bad gun reputation.
An originally silly argument
was compounded dangerously
because both players owned
firearms. In any rational society
this argument could have been
solved with words but these two
young men chose differently, not
considering the potentially fatal
results. They were lucky. Others
were not.
No one in the sports world
spoke up about this incident beyond suspensions and shock.
On Feb. 14, 2002, former NBA
star Jayson Williams shot and
killed his limo driver when he
brought the man and several of

his friends into his home to see
his gun collection.
He failed to check the safety of
his 12-gauge shotgun and shot
the man in the chest. He then
tried to cover up the accidental
shooting, leading to an eight
year legal battle that ended with
Williams sentenced to five years
for aggravated assault.
The machismo culture of sport
combined with poor gun control
lead to a preventable murder of
a limousine driver.
Once again no one spoke up.
Our culture feels sorry for the
victims of these crimes but does
nothing to prevent the easy access to the deadly weapons responsible for them.
These incidents aren’t related
to sport. They are related to the
societal problem of glorified
gun culture that is celebrated by
people who think the American
second amendment was about
protecting property. It wasn’t,
by the way — it was about arming 18th century militias so white
males wouldn’t have to pay taxes.
The murder-suicide committed by Jovan Belcher and all
other gun crimes committed by
professional athletes are not iso-

lated to themselves. They are systemically connected to the tragedies of Newtown, Connecticut,
Columbine, Colorado and all the
other 14,159 (in 2010) gun homicides committed in the USA
every year.
Gun violence is not exclusive
to the poor, the mentally ill, the
white, the black, the far-rightwing conservatives claiming
that hunting is best done with
Armalite AR-16 assault rifles or
any other single group.
It is something that has infected the fabric of all society,
and for a seemingly normal individual like Costas to stand up
and say what needs to be said is
an example that we all should
follow.
What Costas stated that day
is a fact. To paraphrase, people
don’t die from guns if people
don’t own them. We must,
throughout the whole world,
monitor and control civilian access to firearms.
If gun violence affects your life
— which it does for all of us —
then you must speak out about it,
no matter the pulpit used.
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